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Abst rac t - -A  review of recent work in numerical modelling of transverse pattern formation and 
dynamics in lasers and nonparaxial beam propagation is presented. The algorithms developed involve 
the field decomposition i terms of the Gaussian-Laguerre modes. Three models are discussed in 
detail. In the first one, the transverse pattern evolution of a short pulse in a ring unidirectional laser 
with a homogeneously broadened optically thin active medium is considered under the approximation 
of transversely synchronous pulse. The pulse-train envelope and transverse pattern dynamics are 
studied numerically using more than 200 empty cavity modes. In the second model the limitation of 
thin active medium is removed, and the propagation ofself-acting beam through the active medium of 
arbitrary thickness i  taken into account solving the conventional paraxial wave equation. Stationary 
regimes with deformed modes, quasi-periodic oscillations, and mode-locking regimes are observed. 
Phase singularities (optical vortices) in the transverse field pattern are demonstrated. In the third 
model, the Gaues-Laguerre d composition is used to solve the Helmholtz equation describing wide- 
angle (nonparaxial) beam propagation i nonlinear media. The role of backward waves in wide-angle 
Kerr self-focusing is discussed. 
Keywords- -Transverse pattern formation, Laser, Nonparaxial beam propagation, Numerical 
modelling. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pattern formation in lasers and associated space-time dynamics in the output  of a laser beam 
became a problem of growing interest in recent years. In earlier studies, the transverse dynam- 
ics had been discussed in terms of transverse mode competition, mode-locking, mode deforma- 
tion [1], filled cavity modes [2,3], self-focusing and self-aperturing, caused by the transversely- 
inhomogeneous saturation of gain and dispersion of the active medium and by the waveguide 
effects [2,4-7]. Later, a renovation of interest in this subject was connected with influence of the 
concepts of the nonlinear dynamics, turbulence, and nonlinear waves [8,9]. A strong stimulation of 
these studies was provided by new experimental results in using the large-aperture (large Fresnel 
number) laser systems for modelling and investigation of the formation and dynamics of complex 
transverse patterns [10-24], analogous to linear vortices and Benard cells in thermal convection, 
hydrodynamic vortices [12] and ring waves [24]. These investigations started with the transverse 
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effects on lasers' instabilities [13,17,19]. The interaction of few lowest ransverse modes and the 
dynamics associated were studied in [13-15]. Theoretical treatment has been restricted mostly 
by modes with axial symmetry until "optical vortices" had been introduced [12]. Now, it seems 
that many of nontrivial dynamic features including low-dimensional optical turbulence are con- 
nected with the motion and interaction of a few numbers of vortices [10,11,16,18,20]. Alternate 
structures uch as hexagonal patterns in the CO2 laser were also observed [21]. 
Most of the theoretical and numerical results mentioned above have been obtained using two 
models. The first one (see, e.g., [10]) is based on the space-time r presentation f the scalar optical 
field ¢(x, y, z) on a certain transverse plane in the cavity z = const. The following assumptions 
are used: 
(i) the gain G per round-trip is small (G << 1); 
(ii) the effective reflection coefficient R of the mirrors is high enough (1 - R << R); 
(iii) the field variation per round-trip due to the diffraction and focusing by mirrors is small 
(LF << 1, L being the ring cavity perimeter and F being the effective optimal power). 
Then the total field variation per round-trip, divided by the round-trip time T = L/c may be 
replaced with the time derivative ~t, which makes it possible to derive a differential equation for 
the field. 
This equation, together with the density matrix equations governing the energy level popu- 
lations and the polarization vector of the active medium, describes the dynamics of the laser. 
Note that the conditions (i) and (ii) in the laser model with plane waves constitute the so- 
called mean-field limit (see [25]), in which the field amplitude in any point of the cavity changes 
in time in a similar way. Therefore, the conditions (i)-(iii) generalize this limit onto the case 
when the transverse beam structure is taken into account, as well as the beam diffraction in free 
space and the variation of the beam parameters per round-trip due to the reflection from spherical 
mirrors. Note also that the condition (i) is equivalent to the approximation of an optically thin 
medium. 
The second model [14,16-18] is based on the decomposition of the field in terms of the local 
set of transverse Laguerre-Gauss modes of the empty cavity in a given plane z = const. Under 
the conditions (i)-(iii) one can derive the equations for the mode amplitudes and the respective 
amplitudes in the decompositions of the level populations and polarization, which do not involve 
integration in z. 
In principle, both models are equivalent, except he fact that in [10,11] the main attention is 
paid to multimode regimes, while in [14-20] steady-state and dynamical regimes involving few 
modes are considered in more detail. It is obvious that the conditions (i)-(iii) correspond to 
the cavity with small frequency spacing between the transverse modes (single longitudinal mode 
generation regime in a degenerate cavity, see, e.g., [21]), optically thin active medium and narrow 
gain line. 
The investigation of transverse field pattern dynamics in lasers having high gain and broad 
gain line (solid-state and dye lasers) requires the models in which the conditions (i) and (ii) are 
removed. This means a transition to regimes, in which many longitudinal modes are involved 
and the variation of the field during the round-trip time is significant. In these regimes the 
mode-locking resulting in the appearance of short pulses becomes possible. It was shown that 
the regimes of fast changes of the transverse beam profile due to beam self-action in the nonlinear 
medium are promising for the short pulse generation [26]. In this case it appears to be convenient 
to choose the cavity near to unstable one. The examples are a concentric avity [27] or cavities 
with degeneracy [21,28] mentioned above, in which the condition (iii) fails. In this case a problem 
of modelling the complete space-time picture of the field arises. For active media with broad gain 
line, the adiabatic elimination of the polarization is possible [29,30]. If the dispersion of the active 
medium is small compared with that of other elements, a simple model may be derived to analyse 
the dynamics of short pulses [31]. The results of this analysis are presented below in detail. 
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For media with fast relaxation of the inversion, further simplification of the initial laser equa- 
tions is possible. The appropriate approximations are equivalent to the description of the medium 
by means of a nonlinear susceptibility, determined by the local value of the field and, therefore, 
depending upon both longitudinal and transverse coordinates. Such a model has been applied 
to study the dynamics of the intensity and the beam parameters in a laser with fast relaxation 
of the active medium in the framework of the approximation, where the field is represented by 
a superposition of a few "flexible" (adaptive) Gauss-Laguerre modes with the beam parameters 
considered as dynamical variables, on equal footing with the mode amplitudes [29,30]. A key 
feature of this approach is the return mapping for the complex beam parameters and the ampli- 
tudes of the transverse modes describing the laser field transformations from one round-trip to 
another, the temporal behavior of the field within each round-trip time remaining unknown in 
detail. This model is more convenient for beam propagation simulations rather than for a laser 
because the inversion is assumed to be entirely recovered uring the round-trip. However, this 
model slightly modified to include the process of inversion relaxation isapplicable to a solid-state 
mode-locked laser when the laser output is a sequence of short pulses produced by a pulse running 
back and forth in the laser cavity and being transformed on mirrors, active medium, and other 
elements. It is well known [32] that in solid-state lasers there exist some peculiarities (negligible 
saturation of inversion during the pulse, long recovering time of inversion, a possibility of the 
adiabatic exclusion of polarization) which give one an opportunity to obtain the corresponding 
mapping. In the plane wave limit a different kind of these mappings i well known [32-34] which 
describes the pulse evolution in more or less detail. 
Besides that, over the recent years the modal structure in ultra-shot pulse lasers was a subject of 
interest. Mode-locked lasers generally operate on a single spatial mode since multimode operation 
leads to a pulse-train that is modulated inamplitude. However, it was shown that the self-starting 
(self-mode-locking) occurs when higher transverse modes appear [28,35,36]. A specially designed 
laser cavity having the transverse mode frequency separation equal to that of the longitudinal 
modes c/2L was used in these experiments [27]. The effect was considered as a result of locking 
initiation due to transverse mode beating. In this case the laser output was a mixture of higher- 
order transverse modes, while the pulse train was not modulated. 
Another explanation may be based on Kerr-lens mode-locking [26,37]. Its general principle con- 
sists of using the nonlinear phase shift in a material having the third-order nonlinearity and of 
converting such phase modulation i to the amplitude modulation via a properly designed cavity. 
In this case the spatial effects (for example, self-focusing) may be used in combination with aper- 
tures or saturable nonuniform gain of the active element to obtain the amplitude modulation of 
the proper sign. Beam waist variation can be considered as an appearance ofhigher axially sym- 
metric modes. For nearly concentric avities, all the transverse modes are frequency-degenerate 
and may be locked together forming a beam with the time-dependent beam parameter. It was 
shown also [26] that a concentric avity is very sensitive to the presence of Kerr nonlinearity, 
so the resulting beam reshaping can create conditions appropriate for self-mode-locking. Such 
mode-locking was observed in a solid-state laser with Kerr-lens element and microdot mirrors as 
an aperture [37]. Therefore, it is to be concluded that, first, the mode-locked lasers are a suitable 
tool for the investigation of transverse dynamics governed by the infinite-dimensional mapping, 
and, second, the spatiotemporal effects play a significant role in the onset of mode-locking. 
In the present paper we derive two mathematical models of ring lasers including the transverse 
variation of the electric field in the laser cavity. The first one is appropriate to the mode-locking 
regime in a solid-state laser. In this model the approximation of the transversely s nchronous 
pulse is used. The active medium is considered to be thin, so the input-to-output transformation 
of the field profile is given by an algebraic expression. The results of the numerical solution 
represent the complicated dynamics of mode amplitudes, phase defects, and transverse patterns. 
The second model is valid for high-gain lasers with arbitrary effective reflection of the cav- 
ity mirrors and arbitrary ratio of longitudinal to transverse mode frequency spacing. The only 
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approximation used is that the active medium affects the field via nothing else but the local non- 
linear susceptibility. The active medium is considered to be optically thick so the transformation 
of the field involves the numerical solution of the scalar wave equation with the diffraction being 
properly accounted for. 
In both cases the same set of empty-cavity Gauss-Laguerre modes was chosen as a basis for 
the field representation. I  theory and numerical schemes we used no restrictions of axial beam 
symmetry. In most numerical simulations more than 200 transverse modes were taken into 
account with the radial index 0 < n _< 10 and azimuthal Iml _~ 9. Axially-symmetric egimes 
were considered as particular examples. 
The laser models mentioned above, like the majority of other numerical models for simulation of 
transverse pattern dynamics in light beams propagating through nonlinear media, make use of the 
paraxial approximation i  which the field amplitude is considered to be a slow-varying function 
of the longitudinal coordinate. However, the validity of this approximation is obvious only when 
the beam spot or the typical scale of the pattern is large compared to the wavelength. Thus, for 
example, in the paraxial theory of Kerr self-focusing, the singularity at the focal point appears. 
Therefore, small-scale self-actions of intense beams in optically dense media is to be described 
by the Helmholtz wave equation with nonlinear susceptibility rather than by the parabolic wave 
equation of the paraxial theory. 
Recently numerical studies of the wide-angle beam propagation have been carried out [38-41] 
using various methods, uch as Padd approximation perator [39], matrix diagonalization [40], and 
iterative scheme for the Green function [41]. However, in all these papers only linear propagation 
problems have been considered. 
Approximate solution of the Helmholtz equation in a nonlinear Kerr medium was presented 
in [42], and it was shown that in the case of small focal spot size, the second-order derivative 
in longitudinal coordinate is necessary to avoid singularities and to describe correctly the field 
limitation ear the focal points. The approach suggested in [42] involves splitting of the total 
field into forward and backward waves. Only the forward one is further considered explicitly in 
a way free of small-angle imitations of the paraxial theory. Numerical calculations ofwide-angle 
self-focusing in [42] showed multiple foci with a finite value of the field and a sudden drop of 
the total beam power at each of them. The power loss was attributed to the reflection of the 
beam by the focal region. If it is so, a considerable backward wave may arise, which, however, 
could not be observed in [42] since only the forward wave was considered explicitly. Formally the 
second-order Helmholtz equation has both forward and backward waves as solutions, so the role 
of backward waves in nonparaxial self-focusing is an open question. There seem to be at least 
two physical reasons for the backward wave to appear: 
(1) linear reflection due to fast transverse variation of the nonlinear refraction index n; 
(2) reflection from 3D structure of n induced by the interference of the opposite waves. 
The goal of the last part of the present paper is to elaborate and test a PC-implementable 
algorithm for numerical calculations of beam propagation through arbitrary nonlinear media 
valid, in particular, for hard self-focusing when the focal beam waist is comparable with the 
wavelength. The method is based on the numerical solution of the nonlinear Helmholtz equation 
using the same basis set of transverse Gauss-Laguerre modes as in the two laser models mentioned 
above. In the numerical examples of Kerr self-focusing, the total field of a wide-angle DC beam 
is calculated and its decomposition into forward and backward waves is discussed. 
2. EMPTY CAVITY  MODES AND 
GENERAL LASER EQUATIONS 
The total field in the cavity in any plane z = const may be represented using a decomposition 
in terms of the cavity eigenmodes: 
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E(z, f', t) = E A'~(z, t)¢mn(r, t), 
ra~r$ 
/27r /oo r dr E(Z, r', t,)i/)=n(r , ~0), AT= N;~jo dVjo 
(I) 
(2) 
where E(z, ~', t) is the scalar electric field amplitude, slow-varying in time and space, f" = (r, qo), 
r, ~o are the transverse coordinates, z is the axial coordinate, An m is the mode amplitude, m is 
the azimuthal index, n is the radial index. We use the common orthogonal local set of Laguerre- 
Gaussian modes 
¢rnn(r, qo) = L Ira] (r/(z)r 2) (r}r2)[ral/2exp ( P(z)r22 
n[ 
(era.era,.,) = Nra.~rara,~..,, N.m = : )m ' - - - -~' (n  + 
- -  + imp)  , 
(3) 
where Ln m is the Laguerre polynomial, P(z) = W(z)+i~(z) is the inverse complex beam parameter. 
Let us use the normalized coordinates z/L, r/y/-~-/27r. Having the modal decomposition of
the field in the running coordinate system z, t - z/c one can get an explicit expression for the 
mode amplitude at he point z during the free-space propagation: 
A T (z , t -  z )  = A~(O,t)[1 + izP(O)] -1 exp(i~a,m), 
P(z) = P(O)[1 + izP(O)] -1, 
,(o)z 
~Oran : (2n + m + 1) arctan (I - ~(O)z)]' 
(4) 
where A~(0,t) is the modal amplitude at the point z = 0. 
The field transformation  a mirror may be written as follows: 
P(2) = P(1) + iF, Anm(2, t) = Anm(1, t )v~,  (5) 
where 1,2 denotes the input and output planes of the mirror, F is its focal power, and R is the 
power reflection coefficient. 
The beam confinement on an aperture may be introduced as: 
E(2, r, t) = ~E(1 ,  ~', t), (6) 
where T (~ is the power transmission coefficient. Obviously, in terms of modal amplitudes the 
presence of an aperture leads to the changes of the beam parameter P and to the coupling of 
different modes. If we suppose the aperture to have a Gaussian transmission profile T (~ = 
exp(--r/dr2), where Zld = 1/w], wa is the characteristic radius of the aperture, one gets 
P(2) = P(1) + nd, 
Am(2, t) = E Anm'(l' t)Tnn, (r/(1) 
\ r / (2)]  ' 
, t l  t 
(~) 
where the matrix Tnn' is defined as 
~r-~ (-x)"Clml + n')t z),,_,,,z._,,.,,,_l, T..,(x) = ...ra nt(n')t (-nt)n(1 - (8) 
where (-n')n = (-nt)( -n'  + 1). . .  ( -n '  + n - 1), ( -n')o = 1. 
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In case of an astigmatic aperture or an optical system with the image rotation, the mode 
coupling will include a mixture of modes with different azimuthal indices. As is well known, the 
beam parameter at any point z is a solution of the equation 
P(z + l) = P(z), P(z + l) = A(z)P(z) + B(z) 
C(z)P(z) + D(z)'  (9) 
when(  A D)  is the round-trip matrix of the cavity, calculated as a product of elementary 
1 (l is the propagation distance), mirror 0 matrices of free-space propagation il ' 
and aperture (10 7 ) ,  taken in the proper order. 
dP(z+O - (CP(z )  + D) -2 we can easily obtain the transverse Introducing the factor # = dR(z) = 
mode-beating period TB = (T/21r) arg(#) and the stability criterion for the empty cavity: I#1 -< 1 
(I/~1 < 1 corresponds to dissipative and I#1 = 1 to Hamiltonian kind of stability). 
The general model of a laser includes the Maxwell-Bloch equations 
OE 
2i + (1 )  "~OE) + V2 E = p(z,g,t)9, (10) 
OD 
Ot = -7  (D - 1 - i (E*P - EP*)),  (11) 
OP (r + iA)P - ( 2 ) rDE' (12) 
where V 2 is the transverse part of the Laplacian, g is the unit length gain, 7, F are the population 
and polarization decay rates, respectively, D(z, ~, t) is the inversion ormalized to its unsaturated 
value, P is the slow-varying amplitude of the polarization, A is the detuning of the carrier 
frequency of the field with respect o the line center. The value of A may be equal to zero 
because the carrier frequency shift can be included into the field envelope phase, linearly varying 
in time. E and P are normalized so that IEI 2 is the dimensionless intensity. The solution of 
these equations for a given input field E(1, ~', t) determines the output field E(2, ~', t), where 1,2 
denote the input and output plane, respectively. 
The free space propagation of the pulse is described by (4), while the field transformations 
on lenses and apertures are described by (5) and (6), (7), together with the direct and inverse 
Laguerre-Gauss transformations (1), (2) and (3). 
3. TRANSVERSE PATTERN DYNAMICS IN A SHORT-PULSE 
MODE-LOCKED SOLID-STATE LASER 
3.1. The General ized Mode-Locked Laser Model: 
Extension to Transverse Field Variations 
First we consider the unidirectional cavity configuration shown in Figure 1. This cavity has 
the longitudinal mode spacing c/L which is equal to the spacing between the adjacent transverse 
modes when the focal power of lenses F and the lengths ll, 12 are chosen properly. We consider 
only the symmetrical analog of the degenerate cavities [21,27] with 11 = 0.375, 12 = 0.125, 
F = 19.1 for simplicity. To stabilize the beam parameters, two Gaussian apertures with the 
amplitude transmission profile T(~ = exp(-r2/2w 2) = exp(--Wdr2/2) are placed symmetrically 
in the cavity. These apertures together with the thin active element and the loss modulator are 
placed at the middle points between the lenses, so we have a plane phase front on the active 
medium independent of the aperture radius Wd. 
D 
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Figure 1. Ring cavity of the mode-locked laser. L denotes lenses, A is the optically 
thin active medium, and M is the loss modulator. 
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The possible group-velocity dispersion of the cavity may be introduced as the additional dis- 
persion of the modulator or of the active medium host material; hence the dispersive lements 
are not shown for simplicity. 
In Figure 2, the mode spectrum, the beam parameters 7,~ at the active layer, and the transverse 
mode frequency separation are plotted versus the lens focal power at different values of the 
aperture radius. It should be noted that the transverse mode beat frequency is practically 
independent of the aperture size. Thus the focal power is the suitable parameter for the mode 
spacing, while the aperture radius controls the Fresnel number which is defined as NF = 2/~d12. 
The effect of the loss modulator and the bandwidth limiting filter on the field may be described 
as follows: 
E(2, ~', t) = v/-M-~E(1, £, t), (13) 
P(z, £, t) =eol I f OrX(v)E(z, ~, t - r), (14) 
where M(t)  = [1 + m + (1 - m) coswMt]/2, m is the modulator transmission at its minimum, 
X(r) -- f dw X(w)exp(iwT), X(w) = n2(w) - 1, n(w) is the effective refraction index of the filter, 
l I is the effective optical thickness of the element (l I (< 1). 
Therefore, the solution of equations (10)-(12) together with the expressions (4)-(7) gives a 
round-trip field transformation i the active cavity including the gain and dispersion of the 
active layer, the free space propagation, the aperture ffect, the pulse reshaping due to the loss 
modulator and the bandwidth filter. The space-temporal dynamics of the laser field is determined 
by the sequence of these transformations. 
3.2. The Approximation of Transversely  Synchronous  Pulses 
In solid state lasers, the relaxation rate of the inversion is very small so that the inversion is 
nearly a constant during the interaction with a short pulse. On the other hand, the bandwidth 
limiting leads to the narrowing of the pulse spectrum, and the pulse duration may be much longer 
than F-1. Thus we can write 
P = GED 1 + , (15) 
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Figure 2. Empty cavity mode characteristics: the mode spectrum (a), where (p, q) 
denotes the mode index (p = 2n + m, q is the longitudinal mode index), dashed lines 
represent the modes equence started at q + 1 fundamental mode, A is the cavity 
detuning, the mode beat frequency in c/L units (b), and the beam parameters versus 
the lens focal ((c) and (d)). 
D(F, t) - D(F, 0) exp ( -TW(F,  t)) exp( -Tt )  + 1 - exp(-Tt) ,  (16) 
where W(~, t) = fo dr' IE(~', t)l 2 is the current pulse energy at a point ~', G is the round-trip gain. 
It can be easily shown that in this case the temporal and spatial variations of the field can be 
treated separately, namely 
E(z, t) = E(z, r-)l(z, O, 
where f(z,  t) is normalized according to f If(t) l 2 dt = 1. 
It  does not mean that the field dynamics will be the same in any point ~'. E(z, ~ may evolve 
independently in different points from one round-trip to another, so that longtime realizations 
of the field will be essentially different from point to point, but at any given instant of time the 
field values are decreasing and increasing simultaneously across the beam profile. 
One can get the coupled transformations of the pulse profile function f(z,  t) and the transverse 
pattern function E( z, ~: 
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• at the active layer 
VD(r-) r] 
E(2 ,~ = E(1,r-*) 1 ÷ (--~-~-~-~j , 
f(2,t)  = f(1,t); 
• at the loss modulator: 
E(2,  = gmE(1,r , 
f(2, t) f(1, t) 1, 
= f dt 
f dt I/(1,t)1 ' 
• in the bandwidth filter: 
E (2 ,~ = gfE(1,r-'), 
f(2, t) = f(1, t) + l fifo / dr ~(r)f(1, t - r), 
f dt If(2, t)[ 2 
g~ = f dt If(1,t)l 2' 
etc. 
Thus we obtain the effective transmittance of the loss modulator, depending on pulse delay, 
pulse duration, modulation level and frequency, and the effective bandwidth filter transmittance. 
We consider below the case of the perfectly tuned loss modulator, when the pulse shape vari- 
ations in the modulator and in the filter are canceled and g$ and gm are constants. It is not 
necessary to know the pulse profile function in these regimes. The only limitation is that the 
pulse must be sufficiently short in the scale of the round-trip time T = L/c. The analysis of 
the pulse profile dynamics together with the transverse pattern dynamics is a subject of current 
investigation and will be given in our next paper. 
3.3. Numerica l  Results  and Discussion 
In our computer simulations, we use the method from [10,11]. We include into consideration 
the modes up to m = 9, n = 10 (more than 200 modes). The main difference between our model 
and those used in other works is the arbitrary (not necessarily small) variations of the field during 
a cavity round-trip. 
First, we discuss the dependence of the regimes upon the initial field patterns. We have 
observed that the resulting picture is strongly dependent on the initial conditions. We use three 
types of the starting field patterns A° = 0.1, A02 = 0.1, and A04 = 0.1, corresponding to different 
values of the topological charge of pattern (0, 2, and 4, respectively), while other amplitudes are 
taken to be equal to zero. 
In Figure 3 the pattern arising is shown for different values of the round-trip gain (for the 
given value of cavity loss of 0.1 the relative excitation is ten times greater than the gain value). 
The pictures for G = 0.2 are practically the same (slightly distorted Ganssian beams) and two 
of them were discarded. It is easy to see that the patterns are quite different at low and medium 
gain, and the difference is less pronounced at higher values of a near turbulent state. We observe 
that the total charge seems to be a constant, until the turbulent picture arises. However, the 
initially prepared +2 or +4-charged optical vortex decays into two or four +l-charged vortices. 
This occurs due to mode summation rather than mode interaction, so the vortex repulsion seems 
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Figure 3. The field patterns for different initial conditions: Ao ° = 0.1 (a)-(c), A~ ---- 
0.1 (d)-(e), and A 4 = 0.1 (f)-(g). The gain parameter values are G = 0.2 (a); 
G -- 0.7 (b), (d), (f); G -- 1.5 (c), (e), (g). 
to be a global effect, connected with mode interference rather than with local field pattern near 
the vortex poles. 
The effect of mode interference is demonstrated in Figure 4 where the transverse-averaged total 
power and the amplitudes of modes with m = 0, n = 0, and m = 1, n = 0 are shown for the 
different values of gain and focal power of lenses. The mode interference manifests itself as the 
total power modulation with transverse mode-beat frequency while modal amplitudes vary much 
slower (Figure 4a). On the contrary, for smaller values of gain, all these variables are modulated 
at mode-beat frequency (Figure 4b). 
The transverse pattern dynamics is shown in Figure 5, representing approximately one last 
period of mode beating, shown in Figure 4b. In these calculations the initial state for all modes 
was A T = 0.1. The beat period is approximately 22, while the pictures present each fifth 
round-trip (n + 1, 5, 10, 15, 20). The more detailed evolution of patterns is presented in Figure 6, 
where the lines Re E = 0, Im E = 0 are emphasized to enhance the location of defects (phase 
singularities). The picture 6a corresponds to picture 5a, the others (6b-e) represent, respectively, 
the second, third, forth, and fifth round-trips, and the last is the same as 5b. The regions where 
Re > 0, Im> 0, and overlapping regions are shaded in a different way, which allows one to find 
the sign of defects. 
It is easy to see the complicated ynamics which is far beyond simple image rotation with 
constant angular velocity. To the contrast, the pattern evolution is more complicated because of 
the rough changes of field from one round-trip to another. It should be mentioned that phase 
singularities do not lie on the lines, as it was observed in [11]. 
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Figure 4. Pulse-train envelope vs. the round-trip number. 
4. TRANSVERSE PATTERN DYNAMICS IN A RING LASER 
WITH FAST-RELAXED ACTIVE MEDIUM 
OF ARBITRARY LENGTH 
891 
4.1. Cavity Configuration and Dynamical  Model  
In our second model, the unidirectional ring cavity configuration is changed as shown in Fig- 
ure 7. The thin lens L models the sphericity of mirrors, and the transverse limitation of the 
beam is provided by the aperture D. The active two-level homogeneously broadened medium A, 
in contrast o the previous model, has an arbitrary length l; it is symmetrically placed and, in 
principle, may fill the whole cavity (l _< L). The relaxation rates ~ for the populations and r 
for the polarization are taken to be large compared to the longitudinal mode spacing: FT ))  1, 
7T >> 1. Under these conditions the generation of multiple longitudinal modes is possible, so 
that the field may suffer significant changes in the interval [0, T]. Suggest that in cavity there are 
also a loss modulator and a dispersion element (not shown in Figure 7) which provide the mode- 
locking regime. In this case, there will exist light pulses with the shape and length determined 
by the group velocity dispersion and the depth of modulation rather than on the active medium 
parameters and the field amplitude. Therefore, one can neglect he change of the pulse shape 
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Figure 5. Pattern evolution during last mode-beat period in Figure 4b. 
from one round-trip to another, while the amplitude of the field at each point across the beam 
is variable. We shall study the transverse dynamics of the field at time intervals greater than or 
equal to T. Since the details of the pulse shape in this setting of the problem are not significant, 
we will take the pulse to be rectangular with arbitrary fixed length. 
As in the previous examples, the field will be presented as a superposition of Laguerre-Gauss 
modes with the z-dependent beam parameter P(z). The choice of this dependence is determined 
mainly by the reasons of convenience for the computational scheme. For multiple transverse 
modes one may take P(z) to be the same as for the free-space diffraction, including the active 
medium. For low number of modes involved it is convenient to choose P(z) so that the number 
of actual modes is minimized (the method of "flexible" basis [6,43,44]). Both versions will be 
used in the calculations below. 
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The basic Maxwell-Bloch equations in the case under consideration are the general equations 
(10)-(12). In the fast relaxation limit one can make use of the adiabatic elimination approxima- 
tion and set 
OP OD 
-~- -- 0, ~ = 0. (17) 
We use the field intensity scaled to the saturation parameter and the reference frame z, t - z/c. 
Then the paraxial wave equation for the field amplitude takes the form 
2i OE + V~E = -g(6 + i )E 
Oz 1 + 6 2 + IEP'  
(18) 
where 6 = A/F, A is the detuning of the field frequency from that of the center of atomic 
resonance. 
Since t enters (18) as a parameter, the pulse shape is unchanged while passing the medium. 
However, the pulse amplitude is different in each point of the beam cross-section. We present he 
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Figure 7. Ring laser cavity with optically thick active medium A, lens L and aper- 
ture D. 
solution of equation (18) as a superposition of the Gauss-Laguerre modes 
( ) E(r, ~) = Z A'~(z)L~ml (~l(z)r~) (~r2) Iml/2 exp P(z)r2 nra " ~ + irn~o . (19) 
In the flexible basis method [6,43,44] the complex beam parameter is a dynamical variable as 
well as the modal amplitudes. 
The equations for the complex modal amplitudes take the form 
2.dA~ ~-j;- + ~ (L.T + x.T)n, ~ =o, (20) 
lk 
where 
Lnm~k = {mn 2 i0  +V]. kl> = 6mk[([m[ + n + l)V6t,n+l 
+ [ -2P+ (2iV"-4r/) (~-~ +n)+ V(2n + [rn[+ 1)] 6tn +nV*6t,n-1], (21) 
/o /o 2= d~ dxeXp[-x - i(k - rn)~o]L~'nl Ll kl (22) Xnm~ k = G(i + 6) ~ 1 + 62 + [E(x, V)[ 2 ' 
v = ( i~  - P~) v = v' + w". (2s) 
2~(~) ' 
Thus the propagation ofthe pulse in the free space is described by (4), the transformation f the 
field by the lenses and the aperture is given by (5)-(7), the propagation i the active medium 
obeys (20)-(22). Therefore, the solution of the equations (21), taking (22) and (23) into account, 
together with the expressions (4)-(7) give the transformation f the field per one round-trip of 
the cavity. The space-time dynamics of the field in the laser is determined by the sequence of 
these transformations. 
In the numerical solution of the equations (18), two methods have been used. 
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4.1.1. Mode equations 
The set of equations (20) includes the matrix elements of the susceptibility X~ k, the compu- 
tation of which requires double integration. Analytic expressions of X~ k may be derived only 
for regimes with a few number of actual transverse modes. Significant acceleration of numerical 
computations i  possible by means of the following procedure, making use of the explicit form of 
the susceptibility entering (18). 
Multiply both parts of equation (18) by 1 + ~f 2 + [El 2, and making use of the field represen- 
tation (19) carry out the mode decomposition of the resulting equation. The resulting set of 
equations is 
2iNkz d¢~ 2" 1 dA'~ ,tq4,sr,mq s 
az + Z~m-{-q , | -{ -s  Z dz "'n"r ~nkpr 
nmklpqrs 
1) / - nv*ek,, _l - (n  + Iml + 1)vek,.+l } 
"1 % 
+ V(2n + Iml + 
J 
J~kpr - (n + "]--~'n+l,kpr ! "n-l,kpr ' 
(24) 
where 
N,.,., = (' '  + 1 1)! 
n!  ' f0 °° rm'q8 dx LInml(x)Ll~l(x)Llql(x)LlrSl(x)x ~ e -2x. " nkpr 
The set of equations (24) gives an implicit expression of the derivatives ~-~z  . Note that all 
Tmlqs lm,l the matrix elements on~pr, ~n,k may be expressed via the integrals of the products of two or 
four Laguerre polynomials and evaluated exactly. Therefore, the integration of these equations 
involves the evaluation of the appropriate products of amplitudes, the solution of the linear set 
of equations with respect o the derivatives, and then, for example, the Runge-Kutta scheme for 
the calculation of F~nn. 
4.1.2. The splitt ing method 
Following [45] we present the active medium as a sequence of "thin" layers separated by regions 
of free space. In the active layers one can neglect he diffraction, while in the free space regions 
g = 0. At an arbitrary point f" of the transverse plane, the increment of E(~', z) is given by the 
solution of the following equations: 
dE i (i + ~f)gE dy _ gy (25) 
dz = -2  I+62+y ' dz l+~2+y"  
The propagation in free space is determined by (4). Thus, using consequently the decomposi- 
tion (19), the inverse transformation (21), (4) and (25), one can find the field transformation i
the active medium of arbitrary thickness. 
In practical calculations we used both methods 4.1.1 and 4.1.2; the results have shown negligible 
difference. Hence we do not specify the particular computational schemes used below. 
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4.2. Approximation of Axially Symmetric Modes 
and Optically Dense Active Medium 
In the particular case of axially symmetric modes the equations (18) take the form 
E(z, r) = ~ AnLn (7/r2) exp . (26) 
n----0 
In this case the correct choice of the dependence P = P(z) allows one to reduce the number of 
actual modes N. In particular, if P(z) is chosen so that 
V = [FA~ - F'A2] {2i dP dz  - -  p2) 
= , (2z )  
[IAol 2 -IA2] 2] ~/ 
where F = -(XloAo + x12A2/2), it is possible to restrict ourselves with only three modes [44]. 
Equations (23) in this case yield a set of equations for the amplitudes of three modes. 
Numerical modelling of the laser dynamics was carried out taking the following set of param- 
eters: ~ = 0, r/d = 0 .005 ,  F = 0 , . . . ,  4, G = gl = 0 , . . . ,  4,  l = L = 1. 
In Figure 8a, the map of dynamical states in the plane of the parameters (G, F) is shown. 
Steady states with zero (StO) and nonzero (St) intensity and the states with periodic and 
quasi-periodic modulation of the intensity from one round-trip to another are displayed. Since 
the realizations observed were sufficiently short (up to 1500 round-trips) the character of the 
quasi-periodic modulation is not indicated. The bifurcation lines have been obtained as the 
lines at which the absolute value of one of the multipliers becomes 1. In this case we have 
seven independent real variables after the elimination of the on-axis phase of the field. The 
values of the multipliers were calculated as the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the transforma- 
tion turning the '~ector" (Ale -~¢-, A2e -~¢-, A3e -~-,  P) at the n th round-trip into the 'hlector" 
(Ale-i#"+l,A2e-~"+l,A3e-~C"+l,P) at the next (n + 1) th round-trip, where Cn ~ arg(A1 + 
A2 + A3)n, ¢n+1 = arg(A1 + A2 + A3)n+l. To study the 2T, 3T,...-cycles we calculated the 
corresponding multipliers for two, three, ... round-trips. Similar to [29,30] it was found that 
there exist narrow regions of locking in the vicinity of the F values for which arg(/~) = 21r(p/q), 
p and q being integers. In particular, in Figure 8b the structure of such a region at p = 1, q = 2 
(2T-cycle) is shown. For high gain values a cycle 2 doubling bifurcation, i.e., a 4T cycle was 
observed. The dashed line shows the boundary of the locking region, obtained from the analysis 
of the iteration sequence, since due to the simultaneous closeness of several multipliers to -1 the 
general algorithm used gave ambiguous results. To avoid the hysteresis the initial values of the 
parameters were chosen inside the zone, and then either G or F was changed until going out of 
the locking regime. 
Note that at F = 0 and F = 4 (plane mirror and concentric cavity, respectively) the transverse 
limitation of the field is due to the aperture only. Under these conditions the losses and, therefore, 
the threshold value of the gain grow dramatically. Note also that although the steady-state 
generation is possible at F < 0, F > 4, no regimes with the modulation of intensity are observed. 
As well as in [29], steady-state r gimes correspond to the generation of the fundamental mode, 
distorted to a certain degree, while in quasi-periodic regimes the essential contribution of higher 
modes is detected. 
The transition from steady-state g neration to the regime of power modulation may be inter- 
preted as the manifestation f higher modes exceeding the threshold and the appearance of the 
consequent transverse interference patterns. Due to the different phases acquired by different 
modes per one round-trip, the quasi-periodic modulation of the generated power appears. Since 
= 0, the dispersion, both linear and nonlinear, contributes no additional phase, which explains 
the practically vertical slope of the nT resonances and the narrowness of locking regions. 
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Figure 8. Diagram of dynamical states in the (F, G) plane in case of the e~ccitation 
of three axially-symmetric modes (a) and in axially nonsymmetric case (c). St0 
is the region of steady-state r gimes with zero intensity, St is that with nonzero 
intensity, and QP is the region of quasi-periodic oscillations. The lines 2Tand 3T 
show schematically the narrow regions of periodic oscillations (2T- and 3T-cycles). 
Figure (b) shows a large-scale picture of one of such regions near the 2T-cycle which 
is seen as a line in Figure (a). A dashed line was obtained using the iterations of the 
mapping for modal amplitudes and beam parameter, since in this region the loss of 
stability occurred in the calculation of the multipliers. 
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4.3. T ransverse  Pat tern  Dynamics  in the  Absence  of  Axia l  Symmetry  
Numerical calculations for axially nonsymmetric field patterns were carried out for a laser 
with thin active medium (l << 1) under the condition G = gl ~ 1 taking the modes with n _< 10, 
Ira] _< 9. The behaviour of the beam parameter of the fundamental mode was similar to that in the 
free space, and the initial value P(z = 0) was taken equal to that of the empty cavity (V -- 0). To 
eliminate the dependence upon the initial conditions we also used standard conditions: A~ = 0, 1, 
A~ = 0, Iml > 0. The same values of the parameters, as in the previous ection, were taken. 
It is worth noting that in this system there are at least two levels of symmetry breakup. The 
first one is associated with the radial symmetry breakup of the field when the modes with m ~ 0 
arise. If the medium is axially symmetric, the modes with m = ±1, ±2, . . .  propagate in equal 
conditions, so the symmetry of patters with respect o the axis ~ = 0 remains [10,11]. The 
breakup of this symmetry occurs at the second level. Setting of definite relations between the 
mode amplitudes will characterize other levels of dynamical symmetry, while the first two levels 
are associated with the symmetry of the initial modes. 
The diagram of the dynamical states is shown in Figure 8c. The lines 3T and 2T indicate 
the locking zones of the corresponding cycles, the subscripts indicating the number of rotations 
v = 21r/arg(p) = T/TB. Obviously, if the field pattern is displayed at each round-trip, the cycle 
with the number of rotations 3/2 manifests itself as a cycle 3. 
In general, this diagram is analogous to that shown in Figure 8a except some quantitative 
difference. At the same time there is some principal difference; for example, the regions of locking 
appeared to be extremely narrow. This is probably due to the cavity configuration considered, 
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(a )  Evo lu t ion  o f  the  in tens i ty  pat tern  a t  the  f ront  sur face  o f  the  lens  dur ing  four  
round- t r ips  a t  F = 2, G = 1.5, cor respond ing  to  2T -  and  3T-cyc les  in power  osc i l la -  
t ions .  
F igure  9. 
in which the phase acquired by the fundamental mode is ~0 ~ 0,. . . ,2~r at F = 0 , . . . ,4 .  The 
resonance (and the locking regions) should be expected here when F ~ 4, since the phases 
acquired by the higher modes are proportional, ~n m = (2n+lml+l)~0 ° and ~n m --* 21rk, k = 1,2, . . .  
only when ~o __, 2~r. In the place, where at m = 0 a 2T-cycle is located, ~o = ~ Since the phase 
'difference between the consequent transverse modes for m ¢ 0 is ] ,  ~ 7r, 3~ "E,'" , there must exist 
a 4T-cycle in the transverse profile. At the same time the total power of the field is defined by 
~n,,~ lAin[ 2' and at appropriate (antiphase) variation of modal amplitudes with m = :t:1, +2, . . .  
a 2T-cycle may be observed, which really took place in the numerical experiment. The numerical 
results for 6 ~ 0 show that axially symmetric modes are preferably excited, and, respectively, 
the locking zones are significantly broadened. Detailed analysis of this case will be presented 
elsewhere, 
Figures 9a, 9b show the evolution of the beam transverse pattern from one round-trip to 
another. In Figure 9a, G = 1.5, F -- 2, the regime is 4Tocycle for the field pattern and 2T-cycle 
for the total power. In Figure 9b the values G = 1.6, F = 3 correspond to 6T-cycle for the 
pattern and 3T-cycle for the power. The cross-sections of the field intensity at the lens input are 
shown for sequential round-trips. A more detailed consideration reveals complex field behavior 
(Figure 9c). For the particular geometry of the cavity and active medium under consideration the 
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main contribution to the field transformation comes from free diffraction. Obviously, the beam 
profile stretched in a certain direction becomes stretched in the orthogonal direction after passing 
some path of free diffraction, as it is seen from the figure. At 6 = 0 the active med ium plays the 
role of a spatial nonlinear filter, which affects only the wave amplitude at each given point. As 
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(c) Shows in detail the transformation of the field pattern from frame 1 to frame 2 
in par t  (a). 
F igure  9. (cont . )  
:K 
seen from Figures 9a, 9b, the qualitative picture of beam evolution in case of the 2T(4T)- and 
3T(6T)-cycles is similar. 
A somehow different picture is observed in the regimes of the quasi-periodic oscillations of 
power. In Figure 10a the evolution of the field pattern is shown. Figure 10b displays the intensities 
of two modes, the fundamental one I00 = IA°l 2 and the next one with m = 1, Im= IA0112, and 
the total power W versus time at G -- 1.5, F = 2.5. One can see that the mode amplitudes axe 
nearly constant while the total power is modulated, the modulation frequency corresponding to
that of the transverse mode beating. The evolution of the transverse pattern is mainly a rotation 
of the whole picture with slight reduction of its brightness. Neglecting the changes of the modal 
amplitudes and taking only the phase increments into account, the angle of the pattern rotation 
per round-trip may be evaluated as ~on m = - (2n+ Im l )~p° /m,  m ~ O. Hence for n = 0 the angular 
velocity of the rotation is independent of m. Therefore, the superposition of the modes 0, 0 and 
m, 0 forms a picture, rotating as a whole with the constant angular velocity. In Figure l l a  the 
intensity pattern is shown at G = 1.3, F = 2.5. It is easily shown that similar pictures result 
from a perturbation of the mode with m = 3, n = 0 : E(r~ = A0aCs0 + A°~b00. As it is known [18], 
if the field has an isolated zero in the transverse plane, the contour integral of the phase gradient 
along the loop surrounding the zero is 21rq, q = +l ,  :k2,... is a 'topological charge" of the phase 
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(a) The  transverse intensity pattern at the lens front plane during four round-trips. 
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Figure 10. Regime of quasi-periodic oscil lations at F ---- 2.5, G -= 1.5. 
s ingu la r i ty ,  o r  the  '~vortex" [10 ,11 ,18] .  In  the  present  case  we observe  a vor tex  w i th  q ---- +3  for 
A0  ° = 0 a t  ~" = 0 ,  wh ich  decays  in to  th ree  vor t i ces  w i th  q = +1 for A ° ~ 0.  
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Figure 11. Field pattern (a) and the phase singularity location (b) in the quasi- 
periodic regime at F = 2.5, G = 1.3. 
A more detailed picture of phase singularities is shown in Figure 11b, where in addition to 
the three vortices in the center one may find several ones in the peripheral part of the beam. 
Obviously, their location is determined by the intersection of the curves Re E = 0 and Im E = 0, 
and their charge by the alternation of the regions with Re E > 0 and Im E > 0 (see the schemes 
below the main figure). Their existence is determined by the presence of the modes with m > 3, 
n = 0. It may be seen that the signs of the peripheral vortices are unambiguously defined by 
those of the central ones, since they are located on the same curves Re E = 0 and Im E = 0. 
This property of the fields in the linear case has been revealed in [46]. In a laser the dynamics 
of vortices is determined by the diffraction and the nonlinearity of the medium. In the process 
of the diffraction the modal amplitudes change in a similar way, and the phase increments cause 
the rotation of the picture. 
In a thin nonlinear medium the location of a vortex is practically unchanged, since at any level 
of gain the zero value of the field remains zero (the spontaneous radiation causes only a slight 
shift of the vortex). Note, that the initial conditions were taken to correspond to the vortex 
charge q = 0, and the total charge ~ q = 0 at least in the region r/w _< 5, containing almost all 
the beam power. This may characterize the appearance of vortices via the creation of pairs with 
q = +1 followed by their decay, analogous to the observation of [18] for few transverse modes. 
With the growth of gain the picture is getting complex due to the excitation of higher modes (see 
Figure 12). The rotation of the picture (Figure 12a) is accompanied by stronger variations of 
brightness and by modulation of the modal amplitudes (Figure 12b), as well as the total power, 
at the intermode beating frequency. This is due to the excitation of modes with n > 0. The 
relevant picture of vortices is complex, their location becoming partially disordered (Figure 12c). 
5.  MODELL ING NONPARAXIAL  BEAMS 
IN  NONLINEAR MEDIA  
5.1.  Mode Approach  to  Numer ica l  So lu t ion  o f  the  He lmho l tz  Equat ion  
In the laser models above, the field propagation is described by the equations (10), (18) which 
are valid for the field amplitude being a slowly varying function of z. Now we consider a CW 
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remain to hold. Obviously, for the equation (28) these modes are not eigenmodes of the free 
space whatever the choice of P(z) is made. If we choose P to be constant, the following set of 
equations for the coefficients An m in the free space follows from (28): 
d 2 
+ ~-2no~i n2-m + ~ ~ Dn,,An m = 0, (29) 
dz  2 
n p 
where no is the linear part of the refraction index, and D m is a symmetric three-diagonal matrix 
Dnm~, = - (2n + Iml + 1)6.n, - [(n + 1)(n + 1 + Iml)]l/2, n, n÷l - [n(n + [ml)]l/2~n,,n_X. (30) 
Diagonalization ofthe matrix (30) yields a new basis set of functions which are the true free-space 
eigenmodes of equation (28): 
Cmj(r,~o) = E B~¢mn(r,  qo), (31) 
the columns of the matrix B m being the eigenvectors ofthe matrix (30). Using the new basis, the 
field amplitude may be presented as E(r, qo, z) = ~m, j  Cmj(Z)¢mj(r, ~o), where the new modal 
coefficients satisfy the set of equations 
d2Cmj 2 
dz 2 + amjCmj = -4~rk2Pmj, (32) 
where 
amj = (k2n~ + rld~j )1/2, (33) 
d~ is the j th  eigenvalue of the matrix (30), and Pmj is the modal coefficient for the nonlinear 
part of the polarization. To solve (32) we used the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The back 
and forth transformations (1), (2) were carried out at each step of integration to calculate the 
nonlinear esponse of the medium depending upon the total field amplitude. Rigorously one 
should solve a boundary (scattering) problem to account for the reflected wave. As a first step, 
however, it is natural to solve a Cauchy problem with initial conditions imposed on the field and 
its derivative at z = 0. Physically different initial conditions for the derivative may be interpreted 
as different contributions of the backward wave into the initial profile of the total field. 
It is worth noting that the use of the finite Gauss-Laguerre basis provides the validity of 
standard boundary conditions E(r, ~o, z) --* 0 at r --, oo. Taking an appropriate number of 
radial and azimuthal modes into account, one can reproduce transverse intensity patterns of any 
symmetry or having no symmetry at all [6]. Below we study axially symmetric self-focusing just 
as an example which may be compared with the previous work (see, e.g., [42]) and not because of 
any symmetry limitations of the algorithm itself. Naturally, if the variation of the beam radius is 
great, one should take a sufficient number (up to several tens) of radial modes. In this case time 
and memory limitations axe the only reason why the modelling of axial symmetry breakup as 
well as of initially asymmetric beam propagation requires more facilities than a PC may provide. 
5.2. Wide-Ang le  Ker r  Self-Focusing: Numer ica l  Model l ing and Discussion 
For Kerr self-focusing media n is given by the expression 
n = no + n21E(r, qo, z)l 2. (34) 
Using the method described in the previous section, the propagation of beams through such 
nonlinear media was numerically modelled for various types of initial conditions. As one of the 
examples, consider the propagation of an axially symmetric (m -- 0) beam having the Ganssian 
I 
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Figure 13. Nonparaxial Kerr self-focusing. Intensity vs. z at different numbers of 
modes involved in the numerical solution of Helmholtz equation. 
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initial profile E0(r) = exp(-~/0r2). To make our results comparable with [5] we put A = 1, A being 
the wavelength, Az = 0.01, n2 = 0.015, the initial 1/e diameter of the Gaussian beam is 5.0, the 
initial value of/max -- 1. We used up to 60 Gauss-Laguerre modes defined by their values in 60 
points, corresponding to zeros of Laguerre polynomials and covering the interval of r 2 from 0 to 
202.9. It  was shown that nearly 50 radial modes provide the accuracy of nearly one percent in 
reproducing the z-dependence of the on-axis intensity (see Figure 13, in which 7/= 0.18 and the 
mode number N is varied from 20 to 59). The position of the self-focus z ~ 30 agrees with that 
calculated in [42]. 
In Figures 14a and 14b, solid curves show the on-axis intensity versus z for two types of initial 
conditions imposed on the z-derivative of the modal coefficients C~j(O). In case (a) we set 
(0) = i~c~2j + 7rk2Pmj (O)/Cmj (0) Cmj (0) which provides asymptotically no backward wave c-j 
at the input. In case (b) C~nj(0 ) = 0, which means that the forward and backward waves have 
equal amplitudes at the input. The dashed line in Figure 14a shows the numerically found value 
of the sum i ~-~mj(CmjC~mj -- C.C.), which is a rigorous integral of motion for equation (28) in 
transparent media. One can see perfect conservation of this quantity throughout the whole range 
of z considered. 
I 
20.0 
10.0 
0.0  i ,~ ,~, ,~ , , i , , , , , ,b , , i , , ,~ ,  
0 20 40 z 
(a) No backward wave at z = 0. 
I 
20.0 
10.0 
0.0 
0 20 40 z 
(b) Equal amplitudes of counterpropagat- 
ing waves at z = O. 
Figure 14. On-axis intensity versus distance for two types of initial conditions. The 
depth of modulation remains unchanged when passing the focus. 
In Figure 15 the nonlinear refraction coefficient is doubled (n2 -- 0.030) compared to the 
previous examples, the rest parameters being the same. This results in appearance of multiple 
self-foci and nearly periodic behavior of the beam on-axis intensity. Significant reduction of the 
self-focusing distance is not accompanied with increase of the peak at the focal points. 
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Figure 15. 
and 14. 
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Multiple self-loci for the intensity doubled compared with Figures 13 
Figure 16 demonstrates the evolution of the modal spectrum as the beam passes a self-focus. 
The parameters and initial conditions are the same as in Figure 14a. It is seen that near the 
focus, contribution of high-order modes dominates; however, the highest modes with j ,-~ 50 are 
not excited. This agrees with the fact (see Figure 13) that further increase of the number of 
modes seems to add a negligibly small contribution to the field. 
o IcjI 
10 0.20 
20 0.15 
3O 0. l0 
40 0.05 
0.0 
Figure 16. The evolution of the modal spectrum near the self-focus. 
In linear medium equation (32) has the general solution 
Cmj = C+m3"eia~z + C~nj e-~'~''jz' (35) 
in which C~j may be treated as the amplitudes of the forward and backward waves, respectively, 
amj being the propagation constants. Consider, for example, transparent media, for which the 
refraction index is real. Since, obviously, ~ < 0, it follows from equation (33) that the propaga~ 
tion constants amj may be either real or imaginary, depending on the relation between k and y. 
Real ±a , , j  correspond to the modes of the field propagating in forward and backward irections, 
respectively. Imaginary c~mj describe xponential damping of the nonpropagating modes. The 
parameter 7/should be chosen close to the mean radius of the beam under consideration. For large 
k (small wavelength) or small ~ (wide beam), amj ~- kno + ~?d~j/2kno, which corresponds to the 
paraxial approximation. For k ~ ~ the paraxial approximation is violated. Higher modes are the 
first to become damped. Note that in the numerical calculations of this section the parameters 
are such that amj are real. 
In nonlinear case the expression (35) with C+j = C~mj(z) is only approximately valid and 
has the physical meaning of two counterpropagating waves only when Cm~j are slowly varying 
functions of z compared to the exponents in (35). Obviously this consideration may be valid 
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only in the regions of smooth field variation, i.e., far from focal regions. We calculated the sums 
~-~,nj I Cm~j (z)12 searching for evidence of backward wave changes while the focus is passed. In all 
examples considered above these quantities remained the same before and after the focus within 
the accuracy of the numerical scheme. We also calculated the total power W ± of forward and 
backward waves based on the rigorous derivation of the Poynting's vector from the scalar wave 
equation. The resulting expressions are 
W+=+EIC~]I2~ 1+ 
rnj ~mj  " 
No significant change of W + was detected when passing the focal region in the examples consid- 
ered. "Nonconservation" of the total power near the foci demonstrated the failure of interpreta- 
tion of C~mj as the amplitudes of counterpropagating waves in this case. 
We can conclude that no influence of self-focusing on the propagation ofbackward waves was 
revealed. The contribution of the backward waves to the total field was nearly the same before 
and after the focal region for the parameters considered. In particular, if the backward wave 
was initially zero, it remained negligible after the focus. The latter is, however, nothing but 
the correct boundary condition for the scattering problem, in which the known incident and 
unknown reflected waves are present at the input and only one transmitted wave at the output. 
The power drops observed in [42] seem, therefore, to be associated with the absorption of wide- 
angle components ofthe beam at the grid boundary rather than by the reflection of a considerable 
part of the total power in the backward irection. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Dynamical models of a ring laser are developed for the investigation of the transverse pattern 
dynamics of the light field. In the first model we propose the approximation f transversely s n- 
chronous pulse, particularly suitable for solid-state mode-locked lasers with pulse duration much 
greater than the inverse line-width. The pulse-train envelope and transverse pattern dynamics 
are investigated numerically using the field decomposition including more than 200 empty cavity 
modes. The results of the numerical solution in the approximation f transversely s nchronous 
pulse represent the complicated ynamics of modal amplitudes, phase defects and transverse 
patterns. 
Most other studies in this field make use of such approximations a  the mean field limit or take 
only a few transverse modes into account. Our second model is free of such limitations. The only 
approximation used is that the active medium affects the field via the local susceptibility. The 
model may be easily extended onto the media with slow relaxation [31]. 
The results of numerical modelling demonstrate he possibility of locking regimes, when the 
beating frequency of the transverse modes is a subharmonic of c/2L. In such regimes light 
changes of curvature or location of the mirrors do not affect his frequency. This system demon- 
strates also the generation of distorted steady-state modes (cooperative lock in [17]) and the 
regimes of the quasi-periodic power modulation accompanied by the rotation of the transverse 
pattern or by more complex phenomena. The dynamics of the transverse pattern at moderate 
gain per round-trip (G _< 2) is determined mainly by the interference of the cavity modes, the 
modal amplitudes changing slowly. In these regimes the evolution of phase singularities (vortices) 
of the field looks practically similar to that in the linear case. The comparison of our results with 
[10,11,18,20] as well with recent results [47-50] shows that the dynamics of the inversion and po- 
larization in the active medium is not of primary importance for the transverse pattern evolution 
in the regimes with stable configuration of the cavity. Hence the results found in lasers with a 
few longitudinal modes are applicable to the study of transverse dynamics in case of short or 
ultra-short pulses. 
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Based on the same modal approach, we also developed a numerical algorithm for solving the 
scalar Helmholtz equation, which becomes necessary for wide-angle beams, when the conventional 
paraxial theory fails. In particular, this occurs in Kerr self-focusing. Straightforward numerical 
solution of the Helmholtz equation demonstrated regular self-focusing similar to [42], but no 
evidence of backward reflection of power by the self-focus. Moreover, our calculations agree with 
a nearly obvious consideration that the very decomposition of the field into a sum of forward 
and backward waves is reasonable only in the limit of an amplitude slowly varying along z. 
Improvement of this approach includes the detailed analysis of convergence and the role of higher 
modes as well as further applications to transverse pattern dynamics in lasers and wide-angle 
beams in nonlinear media. 
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